Infor EAM Software

Maximize the life and performance of your equipment
Infor EAM is a 21st-century best-in-class enterprise asset

Manage your assets efficiently

management solution that helps improve asset performance.
With rich built-in functionality and industry-specific editions,
Infor EAM uses predictive and preventive technologies along
with 25+ years of expertise to extend asset life and increase
efficiency. Accessible on any mobile device; deployable in

EAM software is essential for managing asset
performance and maximizing resources, but this crucial
component of a company’s IT infrastructure requires
long-term considerations.

the cloud, on premise, or as a hybrid; and built on modern

“Infor EAM is at the core of our strategy. We have reduced

architecture, Infor EAM can scale as needed, enhancing your

our parts expense on average by 3-4% each year since

ability to grow.

we started using Infor EAM over 10 years ago, and we are
continually finding ways to keep that up, most recently by
leveraging Infor EAM Mobile to change the way work gets
done on our shop floors.”

- Todd Hawkins, SVP Maintenance, First Transit, Inc

EAM solution provides:

1.

Advanced scheduling capabilities
A system-wide view that allows your company
to meet changing demands without impacting
production schedules.

3.

Maintenance optimization
A system that includes capabilities for
determining the right mix of failure-based
maintenance (run to fail), use-based
maintenance, preventive maintenance, and
condition-based maintenance.

2.

Health, safety, and environmental safeguards
Features such as lockout/tagout, safety
checklists, safety priority field, and material
safety data sheets.

4.

Analytical tools
Highly sophisticated role-based dashboards
that enable you to easily make better business
decisions.

Infor EAM – Enterprise Grade Asset Management
Infor EAM is a complete product offering that enables businesses to manage all asset management challengesinvolving not just the management of assets, but also asset strategies, sustainability, and the business processes
needed to support these challenges.

Experience the Core Benefits of EAM
Predict and prevent equipment failure

Lower facility management costs

Preventative maintenance plans extend the life of your assets

Track important asset details. Plus, create service contract

and lower costs. Infor EAM prevents equipment failure, flagging

records for equipment under warranty. Infor facilities

equipment to be checked based on statistical exceptions, and

management system can lead to lower operating costs and

tracking conditions for each maintenance task. Schedule tasks to

improved sustainability with a lower carbon footprint.

avoid equipment failures and increase productivity.
TPM and OEE
Energy saving

Infor EAM can lay the foundation for fewer breakdowns, stops

Achieve significant energy savings at your facility and deliver

and defects and can be integral part of your total productive

long-term sustainability of your equipment. Building managers

maintenance (TPM) plan and your overall equipment

and owners can create smart buildings by better managing and

effectiveness (OEE).

monitoring assets.
Reduce unscheduled downtime
Track labor & compliance

Create and manage work order assignments easily,

Easily track labor costs. Avoid resource shortages, over-

schedule tasks to avoid equipment failures and help reduce

utilization and eliminate unnecessary labor costs. Ensure

unscheduled downtime.

compliance with ISO 9000, OSHA, Joint Commission, HAZMAT,
employee training, and workforce development requirements.

Streamline inventory management
Check out, return, adjust, and move inventory items so that

Streamline purchasing & procurement

less money is tied up in unused assets, and necessary parts are

Automatically generate requisitions, calculate purchase order

always available.

costs, and efficiently order parts and supplies. Purchase items
at volume discounts-all with a simple click-with Infor EAM
iProcure, an integrated procurement network

Have any questions?

 866.765.8964

Schedule a call and

 www.solutionsx.com

let us help!

 info@solutionsx.com

Share this:



From selling and sourcing to production and fulfillment, SolutionsX assists you in deploying your robust enterprise resource
planning (ERP) solution for organization-wide visibility and efficiency.
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